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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Be sure to use good crochet cotton. It is a waste of time and money to use poor materials, and no matter how well the work is done the finished piece is not handsome. Handwork is worthy of the best.

SIZE OF ARTICLES

It is seldom that two workers attain the same result from the same directions even when using the same size cotton, and for that reason it is best to choose the pattern for your article, and then the designs shown in this book may be adapted to any size, by adding to or omitting a sufficient number of rows or by using a finer or a coarser thread. Wherever possible and practicable, we have given sizes of thread and of the article.

TO WIND AN ORDINARY SHUTTLE EASILY

Take shuttle in left hand with one point caught under the nail of the middle finger and the point at the other end of shuttle caught under the nail of thumb; double the forefinger, press with it against the middle of the shuttle, pulling back with middle finger and thumb, thus spreading apart the ends of the shuttle, when the thread may be wound as easily as winding a ball.

Key to Tatting Terms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>(r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small ring</td>
<td>(s-r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large ring</td>
<td>(l-r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center ring</td>
<td>(c-r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double ring</td>
<td>(d-r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large double ring</td>
<td>(l-d-r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain</td>
<td>(ch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long chain</td>
<td>(l-ch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short chain</td>
<td>(s-ch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double stitch</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single stitch</td>
<td>(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picot</td>
<td>(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long picot</td>
<td>(l-p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join</td>
<td>(j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatted cord</td>
<td>(t-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover leaf</td>
<td>(c-l)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Josephine knot: A ring formed of single stitches, like the first half of a d st; it may be of four to twelve stitches.

Continuous thread: Thread unbroken between shuttle and ball.

Reverse: Turn the work, and continue as before, but in an opposite direction.

Sets of stitches used in making tatted cord: 4-4, or other numbers, are single stitches of the stated number, like the first half of a d st; then the same number of single stitches, like the last half of a d st; this is one set of stitches.
No. 607. Tea Cozy

No. 601. Monogram on front cover is of Edging No. 638. Illustration and Instructions, page 12.


No. 603. Butterfly: Used on Luncheon Set

Cordonnet No. 20. WHITE

The actual size of finished butterfly from tip to tip of wings is 8 inches.

Begin with head. R. 7 d, p. 5 d, p. 7 d, draw up, turn, s-r, 5 d, p. 5 d, draw up, turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, turn. J at base of last r, a-d, p. 2 d, 3 times. J at base of last r, a-d, p. 2 d, 3 times. J at base of last r, a-d, p. 2 d, 3 times.

No. 612. Candle Shade (Instructions on page 5)

No. 608. Mint Tray, with Handle

Cordonnet No. 30

Small Butterfly. See outside front cover for handle of basket, or anywhere it can be adapted to. Use 6 strands of W.W. over upper wing. LW over lower wing.

Begin at head. R. 7 d, p. 3 d, p. 7 d, right side upper body (UB); ch 6 d, p. 6 d, lower body (LB), r. 5 d (p. 5 d), 3 times, turn. Right upper wing. LW, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, join p in UB, ch 3 d (p. 3 d) twice, l-r, 2 d, (p. 2 d), 3 times, join 8th p of l-r, ch 3 d (p. 3 d) twice, join between upper and lower bodies. LW, ch 4 d, join 1st p of lower body, ch 3 d, join last p of LW (3 d, p) twice, join turn, l-r, 5 d, join last p of LB, 5 d (p. 3 d). 3 times, join first p of LB, ch 5 d, join last p of LB, ch 4 d, p. 4 d, 4 d, turn, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, p. 1 d, join last p of LW * ch (1 d, p) 3 times, 1 d, join next p *, repeat from * to * 3 times, ch 2 d, join last p of LW * ch (1 d, p) 3 times, 1 d, join next p *, repeat from * to * twice, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, 5 times, join last p of LW, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, 3 times, join last p, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, 3 times, join last p, ch 2 d, cross threads around neck and repeat from beginning of UB for left side, omitting the small r at lower end of body.

No. 606. For Smaller Butterfly (see cover), make body rings smaller and omit chains on outside of wings.

No. 607. A Tea Cozy to Match the Luncheon Set, No. 613.

The Butterflies are made the same as No. 603, except that the upper row in wings has one less ring.

No. 605. Small Butterfly

Cordonnet No. 30

Small Butterfly (see outside front cover) for handle of basket, or anywhere it can be adapted to. Use 6 strands of W.W. over upper wing. LW over lower wing.

Begin at head. R. 7 d, p. 3 d, p. 7 d, right side upper body (UB); ch 6 d, p. 6 d, lower body (LB), r. 5 d (p. 5 d), 3 times, turn. Right upper wing. LW, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, join p in UB, ch 3 d (p. 3 d) twice, l-r, 2 d, (p. 2 d), 3 times, join 8th p of l-r, ch 3 d (p. 3 d) twice, join between upper and lower bodies. LW, ch 4 d, join 1st p of lower body, ch 3 d, join last p of LW (3 d, p) twice, join turn, l-r, 5 d, join last p of LB, 5 d (p. 3 d). 3 times, join first p of LB, ch 5 d, join last p of LB, ch 4 d, p. 4 d, 4 d, turn, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, p. 1 d, join last p of LW * ch (1 d, p) 3 times, 1 d, join next p *, repeat from * to * 3 times, ch 2 d, join last p of LW * ch (1 d, p) 3 times, 1 d, join next p *, repeat from * to * twice, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, 5 times, join last p of LW, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, 3 times, join last p, ch 1 d, p. 1 d, 3 times, join last p, ch 2 d, cross threads around neck and repeat from beginning of UB for left side, omitting the small r at lower end of body. See General Instructions Page One

No. 608. Mint Tray, with Handle

Cordonnet No. 30. WHITE

For baskets and nut cups.

For the bottom of the mint tray, work thus: R. 8 d, p. 5 d, turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 7 times, r. 8 d, j p of last r, 8 d, turn; * s-e, 4 d; repeat from beginning to *; 7 times; then ch. 2 d (p. 2 d), 9 times; work back; r. 8 d, j p of last r, 8 d; ch. 2 d (p. 2 d), 7 times; r. 8 d, j p of last 3 rings, 8 d; turn; s-e, 4 d; repeat to end of row and ch. 2 d (p. 2 d), 9 times; join to beginning.

No. 609 and 610. Nut Cups (Instructions on page 4)

See General Instructions Page One
No. 613 A Butterfly and Clover Luncheon Set

No. 613. A Butterfly and Clover Luncheon Set, with Candle Shades, Bonbon and Nut Baskets to match. See page 2.

Crocheted nut cups in pink that look like the dainty wild roses, with candle shades to match are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 5, also a set of tatting favors and novelties.

Luncheon Napkins, Hot Roll Cover, etc., with corners and medallions in filet crochet are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 5.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 614. An Oval Motif for Pin Cushion—Inserts, etc.  
Suitable for the top of a man's shaving paper case.

CORDONNET No. 10 or 20

Begin in center with one thread, make 4 rings close together, l-r, 4 d, p, 3 d, (p, 1 d) 9 times, 3 d, p, 4 d, 3-r, 4 d, j last p of l-r, 4 d, p, 1 d, p, 4 d, p, 4 d, repeat from beginning, tie and cut thread.

(Continued from page two)

Row around top: J threads to top of d-r, ch, 2 d (p, 2 d) 6 times, p, 4 d, j between next two d-r, ch, 4 d, j last p of 1st ch (2 d, p) 6 times, j top of next d-r.

Handle of Mint Tray: R, 3 d (p, 3 d) 3 times, turn, ch, 3 d, p, 3 d, repeat j, r by 1st and last p. When long enough (25 r), ch 3 d, p, 3 d, j 4th p of ch at middle of side of tray, 2 d (p, 2 d) 5 times, j 4th p of next ch of tray, 3 d, p, 3 d, r 3 d, p, 3 d, j 2nd p of last r, 3 d, p, 3 d, turn, ch, 3 d, p, 3 d, repeat to end, then finish with long ch, j to opposite side of tray.

No. 609. Square Basket

Medallion for Bottom of Square Basket. Same as medallion on Sachet No. 656. Directions on page 16.

Sides of Basket are made the same as sides of No. 608, using 8 clover leaves. Join the chains of lower row by 4th p to p of outside row of bottom.

No. 610. Round Nut Cup

Use 5 clover leaves of edging No. 642 for the sides. For the bottom work a ring and around this loops of chain until of sufficient size; then join to top, or side of cup.

No. 615. Napkin Ring

Row I around Center: S-r, 4 d, p, 4 d, j to last p of last s-r, and 1st p of 1st l-r, with 3/4-inch of thread between r and picots, turn, leave shorter length of thread, r, 4 d, p, 4 d, repeat all around, graduating length of thread between r and center motif, so as to form the oval.

Row II: With continuous thread, between shuttle and ball, r, 4 d (p, 4 d) 3 times, turn, chain 4 d, j p of s-r of Row I, 4 d, turn, r, 4 d, j last p of 1st r, 4 d, (p, 4 d) twice, repeat rings and chains all around, tie and cut threads.

Row III: With continuous thread j to p of r in Row II, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, j p of next r, repeat all around, tie and cut threads.

Row IV: This is made of l-d-r, with short link between, r 10 d, p, 10 d, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) twice, j middle p of ch of Row III, 2 d (p, 2 d) twice, j p of r, s-ch 3 d, repeat from beginning of row all around.

Row V: Make outside ch of l-d-r, 2 d (p, 2 d) 5 times, j p of r, s-ch 4 d, j base of next l-d-r, repeat all around.

No. 616. Egg Cozy

This is made like No. 614, leaving off one l-r of center motif. Work remaining rows around the three rings, tie and cut threads at end of each row. Make the other side the same, joining to chains of d-r.

No. 611 (See front Cover, above). Oblong Bonbon Basket with Feet. For the bottom work two small squares the same as center motif in bottom of square basket No. 609 and join them. For the sides work edging No. 642, using 3 clovers for each side and one for each end. Join to bottom with short ch worked back and forth. Bottom row or “feet”: R, 5 d, turn, ch 3 d, p, 3 d, j 4th p of ch of side, 3 d, p, 3 d, turn, r 5 d, turn, repeat all around, j ch by 1st and last p.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 617. Motif for Tray Cloth

CORDONNET No. 30

Use two shuttles with continuous thread. * R, 4 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, p, 4 d, ch 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times. * repeat from * to *
, 4 d, p, 2 d, p, 2 d, j middle p of two rs, 2 d, p, 2 d, p, 4 d, change shuttles, ch 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times, r, 4 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, p, 4 d, change shuttles, ch 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times, r, 4 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, p, 4 d, ch, 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times, r, 4 d (p, 2 d), twice, j middle p of last two rings, ch 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times, repeat 3 rings with chains between, change shuttles, ch 4 d, p, j 2nd p of 3rd ch, ch 4 d, p, 4 d, repeat 3 rings and chains, j at base of 1st r.

Row I: With continuous thread between two shuttles, j to middle p of 1st ch of motif, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, j 1st p of next ch, 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, j 3rd p of same ch, repeat ch, turn, r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j 2nd p of next ch, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, change shuttles, c-l, each r, 3 d, j last p, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, p, 3 d, change shuttles, ch 2 d, j last p of c-l, 2 d (p, 2 d) twice, turn, r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j same p with last r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, j 1st p of next ch of motif, repeat last ch, j last p of same ch, repeat ch, j 2nd p of next ch, ch 3 d, p, 2 d, p, 3 d, j 2nd p of next ch, repeat from beginning, j last ch where first one started.

Edge for Tray Cloth

One shuttle, two threads: s-r, 4 d, j 4th p of 1st ch of motif, 4 d; close to s-r, r, 4 d, p, 2 d, p, 4 d, p, 10 d, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 5 times, j 3rd p of last r, repeat from beginning, as shown in illustration.

Emroidered Letter with Tatted Oval

After embroidering edge of oval begin with Row III of medallion No. 614, joining chains to the edge of embroidery. Make Rows III, IV and V of medallion all around.

No. 618. Tray Cloth with Insert and Initial Medallion

(Continued from page four)

No. 612. Candle Shade (See page 2)

CORDONNET No. 30 or 50

White, Yellow or Other Colors

Top Row: Fill two shuttles. * R, 4 d (p, 4 d) 3 times, turn, ch 3 d, p, 2 d, p, 2 d, p, 3 d, turn, repeat from * twice. With 2nd shuttle r, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, turn, 1st shuttle, ch, 3 d, p, 2 d, p, 2 d, p, 3 d, turn, r, 4 d, j 3rd p of next to last r, 4 d, j 2nd p of same r, 4 d, p, 4 d, draw up, turn, ch, 3 d, p, 2 d, p, 2 d, p, 3 d, turn, r, 4 d, j 3rd p of last r, 4 d, p, 4 d, p, 4 d, turn ch as before, r, 4 d, j 3rd p of last r, 4 d, p, 4 d, p, 4 d, draw up, turn ch as before. With second shuttle, r, 3 d (p, 3 d) 3 times. With first shuttle ch 3 d (p, 3 d) 3 times, repeat from beginning.

Wheels joining Butterflies to top row: With shuttle thread only c-r, 2 d (p, 2 d) 9 times, tie and cut threads. Row around c-r is made of s-rs, 4 d, j c-r, 4 d, draw up, j threads between s-rs to top row and butterflies as shown in illustration.

See General Instructions Page One
Towel and Dresser Scarf, with Handsome Borders and Initials

No. 620. Towel Border with Tatted Initial

(See page 7)

CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE, 3 Balls

With Continuous Thread between Shuttle and Ball

Wheel Motif: C-r, 2 d (p. 2 d), 5 times, draw up, ch 2 d, j 1 st p of c-r, ch 10 d, turn, r, 8 d, j same p of c-r, 8 d, draw up, ch 10 d, j same p of c-r, ch 2 d, j next p of c-r, ch 10 d, turn, r, 8 d, j same p of c-r, 8 d, ch 4 d, ch 3 d (p. 2 d), 4 times, p, 3 d, draw up, * close up, r, 3 d, j last p of last r (2 d, p), 3 times, p, 3 d, draw up, repeat once from *, ch 4 d, j at base of last d-r where 4 ch started, ch 10 d, j same p of c-r, repeat from beginning twice, tie and cut threads.

Zigzag Insertion: R, 1 d (p. 2 d), 4 times, p, 4 d, draw up, turn, ch 6 d, c-1 each r like 1st r, turn, 6 d, j at base of 1st ring; turn, ch 6 d, * r, 4 d, j 3 rd p of last r of c-l, 2 d, p, 2 d, j 3 rd p of last r of c-l of motif, 2 d, p, 2 d, p, 2 d, draw up, turn, ch 6 d, r, 3 d, j last r (2 d, p), 3 times, p, 3 d, draw up, turn, repeat r and ch, j 3 rd r from c-l to top of next d-r of motif, continue rings and chains till there are seven rings on each side, then ch 6 d, repeat c-1, turn, ch 6 d, j at base of last r, ch 6 d, repeat from *.

Straight Insertion below wheel motifs: R, 4 d (p. 2 d) 4 times, p, 2 d, ch 6 d, turn, r, 4 d (p. 2 d), 4 times, p, 4 d, repeat rings and chains joining as illustrated.

Edge: J threads to 1 st p of Zigzag, ch (2 d, p) 8 times, 2 d, j 3 rd p of 1 st r of 1 st c-l, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 5 times, j 1 st p of 1 st r of straight insertion, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 5 times, j 1 st p of 2 nd r of straight insertion, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 5 times, turn, r 6 d, j middle p of next r of insertion, 6 d, draw up, turn, ch 5 d, * l-r, 10 d, p, 10 d, draw up, turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, j next r of insertion, ch 2 d, p, 2 d, j next r of insertion, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 3 times, j p of l-r, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 9 times, j at base of same r, turn, ch 5 d, p, 4 d, turn, r 5 d, j 2 nd p of next to last ch, 5 d, draw up, turn, ch 3 d (p. 2 d), 2 times, p, 3 d, repeat r, and ch 3 times, joining rings to 4 th, 6 th and 8 th p of same ch, ch 4 d, p, 5 d, j p of l-r, ch 5 d, r, 5 d, j next r of insertion, 5 d, draw up, turn, ch 5 d, repeat from * for entire length and join the scallops.

Letter: Make wheel of 6 d-rs, with picot chain around outside of wheel. J threads to top of 1 st d-r and make 12 d-rs for lower part of letter; j threads to top of 4 th d-r, make 11 d-rs for top part of letter. Baste and shape and buttonhole stitch to cloth.

Narrow Edge for Towel like edge of wide lace.

No. 621. Dresser Scarf to Match Towel No. 620

CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE

This is made like towel, except wheels of d-rs are made with 8 r, only two of which have clover leaves attached. The illustration shows how to join the Zigzag Insertion to the d-r.

Medallion between the two rows of Zigzag Insertion:

This is made like wheel with 8 d-r without clover leaves attached. Make Row I around this wheel, tie threads to top of 1 st d-r, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 5 times, turn, r, 9 d, j where ch started 9 d, r, 9 d, j top of 2 nd d-r, 9 d, turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d), 5 times, j where last r was joined, repeat all round. Join these medallions, while making them, to Zigzag Insertion, make half of medallion for each end. Make second row of Zigzag Insertion, joining it to medallions as shown. Make straight insertion and edging like towel. Make letter same as for towel.

Handsome Dresser Covers in plain filet, web design, and embossed filet crochet, are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 8.

A. W. B. Books Nos. 3, 5 and 8 show a large assortment of designs for towels, curtains, etc. new and original.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 620 Towel and No. 621 Dresser Scarf, with Handsome Borders and Initials
For detail, see No. 619, page 6

See General Instructions Page One
No. 622. Towel Ring
Cordonnet No. 20, White, and an Ivory Ring

With shuttle thread only.

Row I: R, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 1 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up. Leave one-eighth inch of thread and turn. 1-r, 3 d (p, 2 d), 10 times, p, 3 d, draw up, turn, r, 3 d, j last p of 1st r, 3 d, p, 1 d, p, 1 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up and turn, leave one-eighth inch of thread, s-r, 3 d, j last p of 1-r, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up and turn, repeat from beginning for required length, ending the Row with r, like 1st one, then r, 3 d, j last p of last r, 3 d, j around ivory ring, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up, j thread to 3rd p of last 1-r, r, 3 d, j 3rd p of last r, 3 d, j around ivory ring, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up.

Row II: R, 3 d, j 3rd p of last r, of Row I, 3 d, p, 1 d, p, 1 d, p, 3 d, draw up, turn, l-r, 3 d, p, 2 d, p, 2 d, j around thread between last two rings, 2 d, p, 2 d, j 6th p of last l-r (2 d, p) 5 times, 3 d, draw up and continue row same as Row I, j middle p of l-r to corresponding p of Row I.

No. 623. The edging is the same as on towel No. 620 and the medallions the same as used in the initial on towel No. 620.

A large number of insertions in filet crochet, suitable for above purposes, are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 3, Insertions and Edgings.

See General Instructions Page One
Nos. 626 and 627. Sheet and Pillow Cases to Match Dresser Scarf and Towel, Nos. 620 and 621
No. 628. A Novel Jewel Box with Pincushion Top. (Center Illustration)

No. 626, No. 627. Sheet and Pillow Cases

Straight Insertion and Edge and Letter like towel (No. 620).

No. 628. The sides of an oval jewel box are covered same as Vanity Box No. 624, or, if the box is low, with the narrow straight insertion only. Make a pincushion to fit the top of box cover and for cushion top use same medallion used for bottom of vanity tray No. 624, page 8.

For a Jewel Box with violets in filet crochet and a heart-shaped pin-cushion, see A. W. B. Book No. 5.

Sheet and Pillow Cases with violet designs in filet crochet and medallion are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 8. Violet designs to match, such as corners, insertions, heart-shaped inserts and sachets are found in A. W. B. Book No. 5.

See General Instructions Page One
Nos. 629 to 634. These Medallions and Beadings may be attractively combined to form collars or yokes (see A. W. B. Book No. 7, New Yokes and Collars—Crochet and Tatting). For Collar and Cuff Sets in Venetian and Irish Crochet, see A. W. B. Book No. 1; also for edgings, medallions and insertions that match, seam beadings, etc., in crochet.

No. 629. Medallion
CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE

With continuous thread between shuttle and ball, begin at center of wheel. C-r, 3 d (p, 2 d), 5 times.

Row I: S-c, 3 d, j 1st p of c-r, 2 ch 10 d, l-p, 1 d, l-p, turn, r 10 d, j same p of c-r, 10 d, turn, ch 1 d, l-p, 1 d, l-p, 10 d, j same p of c-r, s-c, 3 d, j next p of c-r, repeat from * around c-r, making last d-r at base of c-r where 1st s-c started, tie threads and cut.

Row II: With continuous thread. R, 3 d, p, 3 d, j the two middle l-p of Row I, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 12 d, * turn, ch 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times, j last p of last r, s-c, 3 d, r, 3 d, p, 3 d, j next two l-p of Row I, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 12 d, repeat from * all around, j last s-c to base of 1st r of Row II.

Row III: With continuous thread between two shuttles, j to middle p of 1st ch of Row II, * ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 7 times, turn, r 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, j middle p of next ch of Row II, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, change shuttles, c-l each r, 4 (p, 2 d), 5 times, 4 d, j 1st p of 1st r, to 3rd p of last ch, j 1st p of last two r to last p of previous r, change shuttles, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, turn, r 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j same p of Row I, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, j 2nd p of next ch of Row I, repeat from * 5 times.

No. 630. Long Motif
CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE

With continuous thread between two shuttles, c-r 3 d (p, 3 d), 3 times, turn, ch 4 d, j 1st p of c-r, * change shuttles, r 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, j 1st p of c-r, ch 3 d, change shuttles, j 2nd p of c-r, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, r (2 d, p), 6 times, 12 d, ch (2 d, p), 7 times 2 d, j p of last r, ch (2 d, p), 4 times, j same p of c-r, ch 3 d, j next p of c-r, repeat from * once.

No. 631. Square Motif
CORDONNET No. 30

C-r, with shuttle only, 3 d (p, 3 d), 3 times, tie threads close to r, then tie again far enough from r to form 4th p, and cut thread.

Row I: With continuous thread between shuttle and ball, r 4 d, j p of c-r, 4 d, turn, r 7 d, p, 7 d, turn, ch 3 d (p, 2 d), twice, p, 3 d, j, r, turn, r 4 d, j next p of c-r, 1 d, repeat around c-r.

See General Instructions Page One
Nos. 635 to 637 Attractive Medallions for a Variety of Uses

(See One-Piece Corset Cover, Star Dolly and Net Boudoir Cap for a Bride, in A.W.B. Book No. 8)

No. 635. Narrow Beading
CORDONNET No. 30. WHITE
Rows I and II like upper two rows of wide beading.
Row III: With continuous thread between shuttle and ball j threads to 2nd p of ch, ch 6 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, turn, * r 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j 2nd p of next ch (2 d, p), 3 times, 2 d, turn, ch (2 d, p), 4 times, 6 d, j 2nd p of next ch, ch 6 d, j 4th p of last ch, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, turn, repeat from * for required length.
Row IV: With continuous thread between shuttle and ball, j 2nd p of 1st ch, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j 2nd p of next ch, repeat all around.

No. 636. Triangular Medallion
CORDONNET No. 50. WHITE
With continuous thread make center wheel of double rings C-r (3 d, p) 8 times, 3 d, ch 3 d, j 1st p of c-r, by shuttle thread, * ch 9 d, turn, r, 8 d, j same p of c-r, 8 d, draw up, ch 9 d, j same p of c-r, ch 3 d, j next p of c-r, repeat from * 8 times, joining 9th d-r to base of c-r where 1st ch started, tie and cut threads. J threads to top of d-r, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 7 times, j top of next d-r, repeat all around.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 638. Edging
(Used for Monogram on Cover)
CORDONNET No. 60. ECRU
S-r, 2 d (p. 2 d); 3 times; turn, ch 3 d, p, 3 d, turn; repeat from beginning, joining 1st and last p of rings.

Nos. 639 and 640. Narrow 3 Thread Edges

A heavier thread may be used on shuttle in making. Fill shuttle, and with it use two ball threads, tie three ends together and hold knot between finger and thumb of left hand, shuttle thread between the other two, wind the two ball threads around the left fingers as usual, then drop the lower thread off the fingers and ch 1 d, with upper thread, then drop upper thread, replace the lower, and ch 1 d, making the last half of st first, and first half last, alternate from u-t to l-t, being careful not to get threads twisted. Keep threads drawn tight. Picots may be placed wherever wished.

No. 639. Edging
Row 1: Tie three threads together. With upper thread (u-t) ch 1 d, p, 1 d; with lower thread (l-t) 1 d, p, 1 d; repeat.
The Edge is a ch. 4 d, p, 1 d, p, 4 d, j two ps of 1st row; these scallops may be separated by a s-ch of 3 d, joined to next p, then another scallop. Or they may be made continuous.

No. 640. Edging
Row 1: The same as Row 1 of No. 639, except that the picots with lower thread are long picots.
Row II: With two shuttles j to 1st p of Row 1, ch 3 d,
with 2nd shuttle * r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, 1st shuttle ch 3 d, j next two p, repeat from *.

All kinds of Crochet Edgings and Insertions, white and in color combinations, are in A. W. B. Book No. 3—nearly 100 designs.

No. 641. Edging to Match Yoke of Brassiere

(CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE)

R, 8 d, p, 8 d, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, r, 8 d, j p of last r, 8 d, turn, * s-ch, 4 d, r, 8 d, p, 8 d, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, r, 8 d, p, 8 d, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 9 times, r, 8 d, j p of last r, 8 d, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, r, 8 d, j p of last 3 rings, 8 d, reverse, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, r, 8 d, p, 8 d, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j 4th p of last ch, 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, r, 8 d, j p of last r, 8 d, turn, ch 4 d, r, 8 d, p, 8 d, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, j 4th p of next ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 3 times, r, 8 d, j p of last r, turn, ch 4 d, continue for desired length.

Edge: J threads to 7th p of 4th ch, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 5 times, j 4th p of next ch, repeat ch, j last p of same ch, repeat ch, j 3rd p of next ch, repeat ch, j 7th p of same ch then continue all along.

No. 642. Edging Used on Luncheon Set, Tea Cozy, Bonbon Cups (Pages 2 and 3)

(CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE)

R, 3 d (p, 3 d), 3 times; ch 3 d, join first p of r; * ch, 2 d, (p, 2 d), 4 times; turn; r, 8 d, join same p of first r; 8 d, turn; ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 4 times; join same p; ch 3 d, join next p of first r; repeat from * twice; join last ch at base of first r (thus completing a ring around first r). Turn; ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 9 times; join at top of last double r; ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 9 times; repeat from beginning, joining first double r to last d of previous trefoil.

No. 643 Edging is made of Rows II and III of medallion No. 629.

No. 644 Brassiere Yoke

This is made like edging No. 641 in separate sections, each section joined to previous one by 4th p of chains. Finish both edges with row of chains like bottom of edging.

A Camisole of pink crepe de chine with yoke of tatting medallions, and an elaborate tatting yoke of medallions and beadings, are shown with full instructions in A. W. B. Book No. 7. Also yokes in plain and embossed filet and other crochet, new and unusual.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 645. **Lucky Bone Thimble Holder**
A Novel and Pretty Gift
CORDONNET No. 30, PINK AND WHITE
One Ball Each

With crochet hook and white cotton double crochet closely over both sides of a wish-bone, and fasten off.

Fill shuttle with pink thread, r 5 d (p 5 d), 3 times, turn, ch 4 d, j first st of crochet, ch 4 d, turn, repeat rings and chains down one side and up the other. Fasten off.

For Thimble Holder, both threads white, c-c 2 d (p 2 d), 9 times, * ch 3 d, p 3 d, j 2nd p of r. Repeat from * around r, joining last ch at base of r, tie and cut threads.

Row I: Around ring: R 4 d (p 4 d), 3 times, turn, ch 3 d, j p of 1st ch of c-c, 3 d, r, 1 d, j last p of preceding r 2 d (p 2 d), 2 times, 4 d, turn, ch 3 d, p 3 d, turn, continue around r, joining every 2nd chain to p of c-c, join last ch to 1st r. Tie and cut.

Row II: Like Row I, except join every ch to r in Row I.

Row III: Fill shuttle with pink thread and make this row like Row I, joining rings on opposite sides of row by 2nd d to dc at top of bone. Decorate with bows of narrow ribbon.

---

No. 646. **Curtain Straps**
CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE OR COLORS
Two Large Ivory Rings

Cover rings closely with double crochet.

**Row I:** Fill shuttle with continuous thread, r 4 d, j crochet r, 4 d, turn ch 2 d, p 2 d, p 2 d, p 2 d, r 4 d, j crochet r, at about one-third the way around, 4 d, ch 3 d, p 3 d, p 3 d, r 4 d, j 3rd p of 1st ch, 4 d, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 10 times, 4 d, j 2nd p of same ch, 4 d, ch 2 d (p 4 d), 4 times, 2 d, r 4 d, j 3rd p of same ch, 4 d, ch 3 d (p 3 d), 3 times, 3 d, r 4 d, j 1st p of next to last ch, 4 d, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 4 times, 2 d, j last p of same ch, and also 1st p of next ch, 4 d, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 4 times, 2 d, r 4 d, j last p of same ch, 1 d, repeat from * for entire length.

**Row II:** Make edge on each side of Row I, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 3 times; j 1st p, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 5 times, j next p; repeat.

This pattern with ribbon bows and ends would do nicely for strap for a baby carriage.

---

No. 647. **Dress Hangers**
CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE AND TWO IVORY RINGS

Crochet over safety pin with d, then with continuous thread j to end of crochet, ch (2 d, p 2 times, 2 d, turn, r 8 d, j one-third of way from end of crochet, 8 d, draw up, turn, ch 4 d, p 4 d, turn, r 8 d, j half way to end of crochet, 8 d, turn, * ch 2 d (p 2 d), 5 times, turn, r 8 d, j p of 1st ch, 8 d, draw up, turn ch 4 d, p 4 d, turn, r 8 d, j in same p with last r, 8 d, draw up, repeat from * for required length.

Edge: J threads to base of last r, ch 5 d, turn, r 3 d, p 3 d, j 2nd p of last ch, 3 d, p 3 d, draw up, turn, ch 3 d, p 2 d, p 2 d, r 3 d, j p of last ch, 2 d, j 1st p of same ch, 2 d, p 3 d, turn, ch like last ch, turn, r 3 d, j p of last r, 2 d, j 1st p of same ch, 2 d, p 3 d, draw up, repeat rings and ch all along both sides of first row, j to ends of crochet on safety pin. Crochet about one-fourth of way around ivory ring with d, joining 2nd d to base of 1st ring in 1st row of tatting, and the next to last d to base of 2nd ring.

---

No. 648. **Sachet**
CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE OR COLORS

R 6 d (p 2 d), 3 times, draw up, ch 4 d, p 3 d, turn, r 5 d, j last p of 1st r, 5 d, draw up, turn ch 2 d (p 2 d), 3 times, r 5 d, j 2nd p of same r, 5 d, draw up, turn, ch 3 d, p 4 d, j 1st p o same r, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 3 times, let this ch lie along lower side of 1st r, and j by shuttle thread to base of 1st r, ch 4 d, p 4 d, j p in 1st ch, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 3 times, j 1st p of next ch, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 5 times, j last p of same ch, ch 2 d (p 2 d), 3 times, j 1st p of next ch, ch 4 d, p 4 d, j between next two chains, leave ½-inch space of thread and repeat from beginning twice. Ch 2 d, j base of 1st r.

Tatted Cord: Join threads to last ch of 2 doubles in sachet, ch 1st half of d st, 4 times, then last half of d st, 4 times. Until cord is of desired length, in this case twelve times, drawing closely, j to crochet on safety pin, and fasten off.

---

See General Instructions Page One
No. 649. A Dainty Blouse Cord in White or Colors

This pretty tatting cord and medallion in white or colors is a dainty addition to a pretty blouse. A third medallion having a chain across the back may be used as a slide.

No. 649. Blouse Cord
CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE OR COLORS

This is made entirely of d-r. L-d-r, r 10 d, p, 10 d, 12 d, p of r, repeat 4 times; * s-d-r, r 4 d, p 4 d, ch 6 d, p of r, repeat from * twice, continue for desired length, turn, and make row of chains on opposite side of rings (12 d, j base of l-d-r), 5 times, s-d-r (ch 6 d, j base of s-r), 3 times.

No. 650. Medallion for Blouse Cord
CORDONNET No. 30

With continuous thread, between shuttle and ball, c-r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, ch 3 d, j 1st p of c-r, ch 4 d, r 4 d (p, 4 d).

No. 651. Wrist Watch Case
CORDONNET No. 20, WHITE

Select ivory ring of size to suit. Cover closely with d crochet. With continuous thread, one shuttle, r 4 d, j d-c, turn, ch 4 d, p, 4 d, turn, r 4 d, miss 4 d, j the next, repeat all around, tie and cut threads.

Row 1: J threads to p of ch, ch 3 d, turn, r 2 d, p, 2 d, j p of next ch of wheel, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, turn, ch 5 d, p, 5 d, turn, r 2 d (p, 2 d) 5 times, repeat from * for required length.

Row 2: J threads at end of s-c of ch of wheel, ch 5 d, p, 2 d, turn, r 2 d, p, 2 d, j p of next ch of wheel, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, turn, ch 5 d, p, 5 d, turn, r 2 d (p, 2 d) 5 times, repeat to end of Row 1.

Row 3: J threads at end of s-c of ch of wheel, ch 5 d, p, 2 d, turn, r 2 d, p, 2 d, j p of next ch of wheel, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, turn, ch 5 d, p, 5 d, turn, r 2 d (p, 2 d) 5 times, repeat to end of Row 1.

Rows III and IV: J threads to same p of wheel, make chains of 5 d, p, 5 d, j p of ch of middle rows.

On the other side of wheel, directly opposite, j threads to p of ch, ch 6 d, turn, s-d-r, inside, r 4 d, p, 4 d, ch 3 d, j p of next ch of wheel, ch 3 d, j at base of r, ch 3 d (p, 4 d) 2 times, j same p of inside r, ch 6 d, j p of next ch of wheel.

Back of Case: L-r (2 d, l-p) 15 times, tie and cut, r 4 d, j 1st l-p, 4 d, ch 4 d, j p of front of case where last row of strap was j, 4 d, repeat all around to where 1st row of strap was joined. This will leave three ch yet to make. Make these the same as previous one but do not join to chains of outside wheel. Tie and cut.

J threads to p of 1st of these three ch, ch a sufficient length to reach the p of last ch, j and fasten off.

No. 651. Wrist Watch Case (Continued on page 16)

See General Instructions Page One
No. 653. Handkerchief Border
CORDONNET No. 70, LAVENDER
With continuous thread, r, 6 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, ch 4 d (p, 2 d), 2 times, turn, r, 5 d, j 3rd p of 1st r, 5 d, draw up, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 5 times, turn, r, 3 d, j 2nd p of 1st r, 5 d, draw up, turn, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 2 d, p, 4 d, j 1st p of 1st r, reverse, ch 3 d (p, 2 d), 2 times, p, 3 d, repeat from beginning, joining 1st p to last p in 1st scallop.

No. 654. Pink Handkerchief Edge
CORDONNET No. 50, WHITE AND PINK
Fill shuttle with pink thread, tie end to ball of white thread, this makes the rings pink and chains white. The order may be reversed by filling shuttle with white and using the pink on the ball. 8 r, 1 d (p, 1 d), 7 times, ch tallied cord, 3 sets of 4-d, turn, r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, turn, repeat from beginning, joining larger rings by 2nd p.

No. 655. Sachet
Of ribbon with butterfly No. 605 or 606. (Directions, page 2.)

No. 656. Square Medallion for Sachet
CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE
With continuous thread between shuttle and ball, c-r, 2 d (p, 2 d), 7 times, * ch, 6 d, p, 6 d, turn, r 6 d, j 1st p of c-r, 6 d, turn, ch 6 d, p, 6 d, j next p of c-r, repeat from * 3 times, j last ch where 1st ch started, tie and cut threads.

Row Around Center Motif: With continuous thread, r, 4 d, p, 4 d, j at base of 1st r, of center motif, 4 d, p, 4 d, * ch 4 d, p, 4 d, s-p, 4 d, p, 4 d, turn, c-l, 1st r, 3 d, j s-p, of last ch, 4 d, j last p of 1st r, 4 d, p, 4 d, 2nd r, 3 d, j last p of 1st r, 3 d, j p of 1st ch of center motif, 2 d, j p of next ch of center motif; 3 d, p, 3 d; 3rd r, 3 d, j of 2nd r, 4 d, p, 4 d, 3 d, turn, ch 4 d, p, 4 d, j last p of c-l, 4 d, p, 4 d, r 4 d, j next to last p of c-l, 4 d, j at base of r of center motif, 4 d, p, 4 d, repeat from * around, j threads to base of 1st r.

Other Tatting Trimmed Handkerchiefs and Sachets are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 5. Dainty Crocheted Edgings in A. W. B. Book No. 1.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 657. Beading
CORDONNET No. 50, PINK

Use two shuttles with continuous thread. J threads to upper medallion, at 2nd ch above r, between medallions.

Ch 4 d (p, 4 d), twice, with 2nd shuttle s-r, 4 d, p, 4 d, * 1st shuttle, ch 4 d, with 2nd shuttle, r, 4 d, (p, 2 d) 4 times, p, 4 d.* repeat from * to * twice. Ch 4 d, miss two ch of medallion, j 3rd, reverse * ch, 4 d, p, 4 d, p, 4 d, p, 12 d, j p of s-r, reverse ch 4 d (p, 4 d) twice, s-r, 4 d, p, 4 d, p, 4 d, ch 4 d, r, 4 d (p, 2 d) 4 times, p, 4 d, ch 4 d, repeat last r, ch 4 d, s-r 4 d, j 3rd p of last ch 4 d, reverse, repeat from *.

Outside Row: J threads to 1st p of 1st ch * ch (2 d, p) 5 times, j 1st p of next ch, repeat from *.

Row for the other side the same.

A beautiful pair of Bootees in Filet crochet, also a pair in Irish crochet are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 5, together with Baby Caps to match.

A charming Baby Jacket in filet crochet with embroidered ribbon design and embroidered forget-me-nots is given in A. W. B. Book No. 5.

A Carriage Strap in crochet, a "Pussy Cat" Bib, a Bib Holder, and other charming baby things, are given in A. W. B. Book No. 5.

No. 658. Medallion

C-r 2 d (p, 2 d) 9 times, * r, 4 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, p, 4 d, miss 1 p of c-r, j thread to next one, repeat from * 4 times, tie thread to 1st end of thread and cut.

Row I: J thread to 1st p of r, * ch 4 d (p, 4 d), 3 times, j last p of same r, ch 3 d, p, 3 d, j 1st p of next r, repeat from * 4 times, tie and cut threads.

Row II: R, 4 d, p, 4 d, j 1st p of ch of Row I, 4 d, p, 4 d, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 5 times, repeat all around, joining r to each p of Row I.

Make two of these medallions for each bootee, joining them by two outside chains.

Row III: J threads to middle p of ch of Row II, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 5 times, j middle p of next ch, repeat all around both medallions, making a r in space between them, r 4 d, j 1st p of ch in 1st medallion, 4 d, p, 4 d, j last p of opposite ch in last medallion, repeat on the opposite side.
Gifts That Are Both Pleasing and Useful

No. 660. A Note-pad Case or Case for Playing Cards
CORDONNET No. 60, ECRU

Letter: Sr. 2 d. p. 2 d. 3 times, turn, ch 3 d. p. 3 d. 3 times, turn, sr. 2 d. j last p by 3rd p. 2 d. p. 2 d. ch 3 d. p. 3 d. repeat from 8 twice, e-8 of 3 sr. without ch between, ch 3 d. j p. of last ch. 3 d. make 4 more r. ch 5-e-5 d. j p. 5 d. 3 times, 2nd and 3rd r. the same, j 1st p to last, repeat from beginning to last.

Line Below Letter: L-e-1 each r. 4 d. p. 4 d. j p. 1 d. twice, p. 4 d. p. 4 d. ch 5 d. sr. and ch same as in letter.

Outside Row: S-r. sr. and ch same as in letter.

Similar cases with decorations in fillet crochet are shown in the A. W. B. Book No. 5.

No. 661. Laundry Kit
CORDONNET No. 36. ECRU

With continuous thread between shuttle and ball, r. 1 d. (p. 2 d.). 1 times, p. 4 d. turn. ch 2 d. (p. 2 d.) 7 times, turn. r. 1 d. j last p. of 1st r. (2 d. p.) 3 times, 2 d. p. 4 d. turn. ch 5 d. sr. 5 d. p. 5 d. r. 8 d. p. 8 d. ch 4 d. p. 2 d. p. 2 d. j p. of last r. ch 2 d. p. 2 d. p. 2 d. j p. 4 d. j at base of last r. sr. 5 d. p. 5 d. ch 5 d. j at base of 2nd r. ch 2 d. (p. 2 d.) 7 times, turn. r. 4 d. j last p. of 2nd r. 2 d. (p. 2 d.) 3 times, p. 3 d. turn. ch 2 d. (p. 2 d.) 7 times, repeat from beginning twice.

These most convenient little cases may be obtained, already made up. For anyone who travels, for the girl at college, or one who boards, the little laundry kit is especially useful.

No. 664. Powder Paddle
(See Illustration, page 20)
CORDONNET No. 10. 1 BALL

A very convenient article to powder back and shoulders, and welcome as a gift.

Cover a lamb's wool sole on the plain side with silk or satin, arranging a small pin cushion at the top.

Edging next the sole and the toe are the same as on the sandal No. 665. Inside the toe is fitted a small bag to hold powder and puff.

No. 666. A Pretty Shoe Horn
(See Illustration, page 20)
CORDONNET No. 10

The insertion may be made to match the sandals and powder paddle, or as shown. Directions under No. 647, page 14.

The articles on page 20 are lovely gifts for a college girl or a bride. Similar articles in crochet are shown in the A. W. B. Book No. 5.

See General Instructions Page One
No. 662. Necktie Holder for a Man
CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE OR COLORS

Small ivory ring—a good sized jade ring.

Choose a small ivory ring to hang up by and a ring of jade or celluloid or an embroidery hoop covered with ribbon, to hold the ties. For the tatting, use two lengths of insertion, same as for No. 663, joining as shown. For the slide at the top, r 4 d (p, 4 d) 7 times, ch 4 d, join 1st p of r, 4 d, join 2nd p, ch 4 d (p, 2 d) 2 times, p, 4 d turn, r, 4 d (p, 4 d), join p where last ch was joined, 4 d, p, 4 d turn, ch 4 d (p, 2 d) twice, p, 4 d, turn; r 4 d, join p of last r, 4 d, join next p of 1st r 4 d, p, 4 d, turn, ch 4 d (p, 2 d) twice, p, 4 d, turn; r 4 d, join last p, 4 d, join next p of 1st r, 4 d, p, 4 d, turn, ch 4 d (p, 2 d) twice, p, 4 d, join where last r was joined; tie and cut threads; make another motif the same as this, joining to 1st motif by the free p.

No. 663. Lingerie Clasps, or Armlets for Baby
CORDONNET No. 30, WHITE

Motif: Continuous thread between shuttle and ball, c-r 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, turn, 2 d, j 1st p of c-r, ch 4 d, d-r, with r, 8 d, p, 8 d, ch 2 d (p, 2 d), 4 times, j p of r, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) 3 times, j base of r, ch 4 d, 4 next p of c-r, repeat 3 times.

Strap: Shuttle and ball thread. J threads to 3rd p of 1st d-r of motif, ch 4 d, turn, r, 4 d, j 4th p of next d-r, 4 d, (p, 4 d), twice, turn, ch 4 d, r, 4 d, j 4th p of 1st d-r, 4 d (p, 4 d) twice, turn, ch 4 d, r, 4 d, j 2nd p of 2nd r, 4 d (p, 4 d) twice, turn, ch 4 d, repeat r and ch for desired length. Attach snap fastener.

Similar designs in crochet, and novelties of all kinds for gifts and favors are shown in A. W. B. Book No. 5.
No. 665. Sandal or Boudoir Slipper
CORDONNET No. 10, WHITE, 2 BALLS

Center Wheel of Toe: C-r, with shuttle thread only, 2 d (p. 2 d) 11 times, tie threads then tie again far enough from r to make 12th p, and cut. With continuous thread r 3 d, p, 3 d, j 1st p of c-r, 3 d, p, 3 d, * turn, ch 2 d (p. 2 d) 5 times, turn, r 3 d, j 2nd p of last r, 3 d, j next p of c-r 3 d, p, 3 d, repeat from * all around.

Five-Ring Motif: With shuttle thread only, r 3 d, p, 5 d, j 3rd p of c-w, 5 d, p, 5 d, draw up, close to last r make another, 5 d, j last p of 1st r 3 d, j 3rd p of next ch of c-w, 5 d, p, 5 d, make 3 more rings like these to, j 1st p to last p of previous r, tie and cut threads. Make a 2nd motif the same. Miss 3 chs of c-w, j 2nd motif to the next two.

Edge Next the Sole: With shuttle thread only, r, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 1 d, p, 1 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up. Leave one-eighth inch of thread and turn, l-r, 3 d, (p. 2 d) 10 times p, 3 d, draw up, turn, r, 3 d, j last p of 1st r, 3 d, p, 1 d, p, 1 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up and turn, leave one-eighth inch of thread, s-r, 3 d, j last p of l-r, 3 d, p, 3 d, p, 3 d, draw up and turn. Repeat from beginning.

Work three rows of chains above the edging (as shown in the illustration), or more rows if needed, to make sandal the proper size, and join to the center wheel when making the last chain row. Work a row of chains across top of toe also.

Slipper Straps. CORDONNET No. 5, 1 BALL

Center Row, with continuous thread and one shuttle, r 3 d (p. 3 d) 5 times, ch 3 d (p. 3 d) 4 times, j 5th p of r * reverse, ch 3 d (p. 3 d) 4 times, j 4th p of last ch, repeat from * entire length.

Edge with Two Shuttles: Continuous thread between. J thread to 2nd p of ch, ch 2 d (p, 2 d) twice, with 2nd shuttle r, 4 d, p, 4 d, with 1st shuttle ch, 2 d (p, 2 d) twice, j 2nd p of next ch, repeat all along. 2nd Edge like first.
THE A. W. B. CROCHET BOOKS

A. W. B. No. 1 is the Book that has Instructions for Beginners

A. W. B. No. 2 is the Book that gives directions for making the new A. W. B. Embossed Filet Crochet (copyrighted) originated by the author and shown for the first time. Patterns are equally suitable for Plain Filet, Squares and Strips for Table Runners, Bed Spreads, Library Scarves, Pillows, Dress Trimmings, etc., Crocheted Daisies in Coronation Braid for Trimmings, etc.

The illustrations are of such size that stitches may be counted, and the necessary instructions are also given.

A. W. B. Book No. 2 has a beautiful full-page illustration in colors.

A. W. B. No. 3 tells how to add meshes in Filet Crochet where there is no foundation. Edgings and Insertions of all kinds, suitable for dress trimmings, lingerie, towels, curtains, table and household linens and every other use imaginable. Plain and Braid Crochet, French Knots and Embroidery on Filet. Over 50 Drawings, showing in a way never before used in connection with crochet, how to carry out the designs in Plain Filet or in combinations of Plain, Tufted, Embroidered and Embossed Filet. The Drawings are equally suitable for Crewel Stitch to be worked in Colors. The frontispiece in Book No. 3 is a full-page colored plate showing handsome towel designs.

A. W. B. Book No. 3 is a splendid book. Ninety-two Illustrations, all original. Towel designs in Colors.